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"All encompassing, brave
and deeply humane.... \
One of those rare volumes that

combines powerfully felt personal
experience with a tremendous sense
of intellectual discovery Open-
minded, critically informed and
poetic at thesame time, it iswritten
with far toomuch elan and elegance
ever to become depressing itself....
Fabulously rich, informed by sci
ence, literature, moral philosophy
and above all by Solomon's deter-
minntion not to avoid any idea.. .as
long; as it brings him and us closer
to the truth."

—Richard Bernstein, The New York Times

"Amazingly rich andabsorbing."
—William Styron, author of

Darkness Visible and Sophie's Choice

"Smart, lucid and intensely
moving." —David Gates, Newsweek

"Nothing less than an evolving
portrait of who, coUectively,
we are."

Sven Birkerts, The New York Observer

"Triumphant.
Oavid Kipen, San Francisco Chronicle
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— Oni Faida Lampley

... . omnipv one of two miNion breast cancer survivors living in
This is Oni Faida LamtJicy,

Thanks to early detection and effective nnedicines, today,
thp United States.• I rate for women with early-stage tumors is an incredible
the five-year survives

Aniprica's pharmaceutical companies, we're always working
Q7 DGTCS'̂ t' ^ Al'iC'

, mPdicines to fight the disease. Now we have 59 new breast
tn di<5COV6r n6Vv incu

rtreatments in development. We've come along way in the fight againstcancer i^gaten. www.newmedlcines.org
breast cancer. But wc s

_„ICA'S PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES
new medicines, new hope.
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